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Met extremely short timeline of 3 months for the
migration of data from Swiss Axis to SAP S/4HANA

De-facto zero engagement for the data export
from Swiss Axis required

Better data quality through validation of data and
loading via SAP Migration Cockpit

Historization of old legacy systems and maintained
access to all historical data available

Selection of One Click approach powered
by JiVS IMP on December 2021

Migration of master data and selected
documents

Automated export of data from Swiss Axis
in an extremely short time with JiVS IMP

Creation of Business Objects for 10 data
migration objects and mapping to SAP
S/4 HANA target structure data model

Provision of data to the SAP Migration
Cockpit

Historization of the legacy system after
migration powered by JiVS IMP

When migrating to SAP S/4HANA, many companies find that migrating and transforming legacy data is more complicated and time-consuming than
expected and exceeds planned time and cost schedules. In addition, incomplete, erroneous, and duplicate data sets have accumulated over many
years, diminishing the benefits of SAP's latest software generation. Hawle Armaturen AG, a leading Swiss production and trading company in the
water, gas, and wastewater sectors, also had to overcome these challenges when implementing SAP S/4HANA and migrating from the legacy system
of a third-party manufacturer. This was achieved with the One-Click Transformation approach from Swiss provider Data Migration International. 

"When we signed the
contracts, we were like,
'If you can do it, do it!' 
What can I say? DMI can.
After just three months,
we had completed the
data migration and
transformation project 
to SAP S/4HANA."

SITUATION SOLUTION BENEFITS

Marc Veraguth
Head of ICT
Hawle Armaturen AG

Existing ERP Swiss Axis used at 5
companies will be replaced with a
modern and single SAP S/4HANA
solution

Only needed data will be migrated to
the new SAP S/4HANA system

First approach to migrate data from
Swiss Axis to SAP S/4HANA based on
scripts

Impossible to meet project timelines
with this migration approach

Access to data which have not been
migrated is needed for business and
legal reasons
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